Universal mRNA Translation Enhancement with Gold Nanoparticles Conjugated to Oligonucleotides with a Poly(T) Sequence.
DNA-conjugated gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) have been shown to enhance the translation of mRNA. However, the specific sequence on the DNA dictates the specific mRNA to be enhanced. This study describes poly(thymine)-functionalized AuNPs (AuNP-p(T)DNA) capable of enhancing the translation of any mRNA template that is incorporated into pcDNA6 vector with bovine growth hormone (BGH) polyadenylation signal (P(A)). We demonstrated this by incorporating four genes: green fluorescence protein (GFP), general control nonderepressible 5 (GCN5), cAMP-responsive element binding protein 1 (CREB1), and X-box-binding protein 1-spliced (XBP-1S) separately into pcDNA6 vector with BGH P(A) before their expression in HeLa lysate. The addition of AuNP-p(T)DNA to HeLa lysate containing GFP, GCN5, CREB1, and XBP-1S mRNA increased protein synthesis 1.80, 1.99, 1.95, and 2.20 times, respectively. Similar translation enhancement was also observed in a multiplex reaction containing the mRNA of three genes together in the lysate. Complementary p(T)DNA hybridization to the poly(A) tail of the mRNA was critical as the removal of either p(T)DNA or BGH P(A) in XBP-1S mRNA or the replacement of p(T)DNA with p(A)DNA reduced the translation back to baseline level. Finally, an optimum length of 25 nucleotides for the DNA oligomer and a AuNP-p(T)DNA:mRNA ratio of 0.658 achieved a 3.08-fold translation enhancement. The AuNP-p(T)DNA nanoconstruct could be incorporated into commercial cell-free protein synthesis kits as a universal translation enhancer.